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Dance

Saturday Evening

Eng lish Lute Singer

Performs Tonight

This evening at 8 o'clock in the
Alumnae Building, The Arts Club will
present Richard Dyer-Bennet, the
famed lute singer. He is a talented
young Englishman who sings the folk
songs of many nations to the accompaniment of his Swedish lute.
Born in England in 1913, DyerBennet was educated in Canada ,
America and Germany. While in Germany in 1931 he received his first instrument—a guitar—and began to
develop the art of singing to his own
accompaniment. German, Spanish,
and Negro songs constituted his early
repertoire. Every song and story he
learned became a part of him, and his
individual handling of simple tunes
immediately endeared him to his listeners.
(Continued on page 31
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Hear The Lute
Singe r
Tonight At 8 P. M.

Pan - Hellenic

Richard Dyer - Bennet Sings
Folk Songs Of Many
Nations
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Mountai n farm
Scene Of Carnival
Charlie MacGregor, chairman of the
Winter Carnival Ski meet has recently announced the entire intra-collegiate program of competitive ski
events. A complete list of the events
and rules governing competition will
be printed in next week's issue of the
ECHO.

Pane! Discussio n
Held At Forum
The first meeting of the Fellowship
Forum, Of the new year, was held at
the Methodist Church on Sunday
evening, January 9. The seven Colby
delegates to the Student Christian
Movement conference at Oxford ,
Ohio,- during Christmas vacation, held
a panel discussion of the conference.
These delegates were Mrs. Mary
Finch, Ken Smith, Jean Cobb, Barbara
Towle, Ernest Marriner, Jr., Conrad
Swift and John Foster. The purpose
(Continued on page 5}

Colby Receives -Gift
Ronald Brown of Dunham's Clothing Co. has generously consented to Por New Music Room

.

Winter Carnival To Be .
Full Of No velty And Fu n
Radio Broadcast To Feature Among Many
Gala Events
Through the generosity of Mr. "Ned
Floyd, owner, and Dunham 's; originator, the new ski area known as Mountain Farm Ski Slope has been made
available for the winter : sports events
of the Carnival. This site has been
perfected for skiing and tobogganing
at a tremendous cost,. and affords a
better location for skiing competition
than is open to any other Maine college. Students will be admitted to
the slope on the day of the meet absolutely without charge. There will also
be no charge for skiing, and a nominal fee will pay for the use of the
ski town and toboggan chutes, if desired.

give the Colby students free access
to the Mountain Farm for the CarniAt last Colby has a music room, one
val week-end.
set apart solely for music and for the
The plans include all kinds of ski musical ' organizations of the college.
and snowshoe events for both men This room was made possible for us
and women , and the awards to the primarily by the Carnegie Corporawinners will be made Saturday night tion of N-sw York, which seeks to aid
Short wave Radio to be Used
during the Carnival Ball. For all worthy colleges , in the pursuit of culIn order that the slalom and downthose who haven't yet had the pleas- tural interests.
. The Carnegie Corporation has do- hill races at the winter sports meet
(Continued on page 6)
nated to Colby the beginnings of Colby's music library. The complete
presentation includes "Victor records
of the representative music of the
world, books on.the whole range and
history of music, vocal scores, and an
excellent victrola. The list of recordings, numbering about a thousand,
has been compiled as an anthology of
recorded music. The music of all
ages, including that up to 1936 , has
been Wnsidere'd' and 'is'still stihTe'et"t'd
revision. The library of books, including biographies of composers,
essays, stories on the operas, and
luminary, the Mules and Bears were books on 'the appreciation of music
The Waterville studio of radio staforced to play five extra minutes be- and its performance, has been added
fore they could reach a verdict. Hard- to by all the available books of the tion WLB Z plans to broadcast proly had this extra session gotten under- town and college libraries. This do- grams soon that will originate in
way when Bus Burrill , who was indi- nation is also provided with a com- some of the buildings of Colby. Lines
vidual high scorer with 14 points, plete, card-patalogue to facilitate the
are to be run to the reception room
sent Colby into the lead , but after finding.of- desired subjects, and "bound
Rogers had failed to convert a foul vocal scores are provided with sev- and the main auditorium of the Alumnae Building and to the College
shot, Lou Bourgoin tied the game for eral recorded selections.
Chapel, so that temporary broadcastthe Kenyonmen. Burrill and Spina
(Continued on page 6)
ing equipment can be set up on short
got away good shots midway in the
notice.
chapter to again give tho Mules a
but
a
pair
of
timely
baskets
margin ,
Earlier during the year, temporby Rogers evened the score at 41-41.
ary lines were installed for the purHere it was that Spina decided the
pose of broadcasting several of the
contest.
atliletic events. Coach Al McCoy actConsistent shooting by Hopkins,
ed as sports announcer last Saturday
"The Color Line," chosen by the night in delivering a running account
Spina and Burrill gave Colby an early
lead and the Mules showed none of combined Y's as their winter one-act of the basketball game between the
the tenseness which marked their play play, was produced for the first time University of Maine and Colby. The
against Northeastern in their home Sunday evening, January 9, at Good students at the game evidenced much
debut. After running up a 9-2 lead Will. , This was the first of a series interest in the broadcasting activities.
in the opening minutes, the Blue and of performances in neighboring towns. A crowd gathered around the microNext Sunday, January 16, the play phone after ¦the game, to listen as
(Continued on page 2)
will be given in Waterville under the Coach , McCoy made the final remarks
auspices of the Forum , in the Metho- that wound up tho broadcast. Unlike
dist Church.
the t emp orar y arran gements insta lle d
Tho play is a simply done , yet very heretofore, the new lines will be perdramatic, portrayal of the struggle in manent features.
the heart of an educated Chinese stuSome of tho regular events at Coldent between hypocritical Christianity
by
that may bo sent,out over the air
Colby College students and alumm and the way of his fathers. Centered
include
the Glee Club concerts, dewill again have the opportunity of in the D ean 's office of an American
bates,
assembly
talks, and the coming
reading and enjoying tho new All- co-educational college , "The Color
Colby
Carnival
Ball, which will inNew England Magazine, the Collegi(Continued on page 6)
clude
the
crowning
of the carnival
ate Rev i ew, when its entirely now
queen
by
Governor
Lewis Barrows.
"Winter " number conies oil? the press
No
definite
program
plans havo yet
tho middlo of this month. Colby will
but
the
first broadbeen
announ
c
e
d,
again be woll represented in the Recast
is
scheduled
for
the
near
future.
view 'by such material that will warTho
re
g
ular
colle
ge
rad
i
o
p
ro
gram
Tho preliminaries of the Coburn
rant tho attention, of all interested in
Monday
night
at
Prize Speaking Contest which' is open which is on the air
Campus news and activities.
6 :30 will make use of the new faciliThe Now Review will be much dif- to all members of the women's divi- ties in order to accommodate largo
ferent from tho "Autumn" number. sion was held Tuesday afternoon , Jan- niusical units, such as the college
As has boen stated on tho many cir- uar y 11, At that time each of tlio band.
culars that havo boon . distribute d twenty-five contestants gave throe
A great deal of , credit is duo staab out C olb y Camp us, the " first issue minute excerpts from thoir longer
speeches
to
bo
delivered
in
the
final
tion
WLBZ for being college-minded
of the Review was partially a "fooler "
¦ ' ¦;. . ¦
' ; ','¦ enough to contribute valuable radio
contest.
.
to sco what tho collogo man and
woman wante d, Now that it is known, , Tho subjoct f or discussion this year time and for bearing most of tlies ex'
rapid steps havo boon taken to fulfill is "Careers for . Twentieth Century pense of putting in the ; now linos .
Credit is also due to members of the
their demands -and wishes.
• W omen," . . ,
Tho
ten
successful
contestants
will
production , staff of the collogo radio
Tho "Winter" number will be' of a
participate
in
tho
finals
which
are
to
p ro gram , whose efforts and ; enthusloss formal and dignified nature, having more lif p, more pop and moi'o pic- bo hold at 8 :00 Tuesday evening, Feb- iasm, resulted in tho promotion and
ruary 15.
sucd'oss of the idea.
(Continued on page 6)

may be timed with a high degree of
accuracy, the winter sports committee, headed by Charlie MacGregor, has
arranged for the use of short-wave
radio to time the various races. Using
two portable transmitters and operating on a wave length of five meters,
members of the Colby Radio Club
will instantly relay the sound " of the
starting gun to the timers at the bottom of the hill. As far as is known,
this is the first time that such a
method has been-used in -Maine.
Who is the Queen

• The whole campus buzzes with
speculation concerning the .Queen of
the 1938 Winter Carnival, but this
year the Carnival Committee, following a practice established in other
(Continued on page 4) • ' -

Varsity Downs Maine
In :Hectic Struggl e

S. Miles Bouton Scores
lew leal ' 'Admi nistration

Winning Basket Comes In Overtime Period
Giving Colby A 43-41 Victory

Labels Its Members As
- ^Pseudo-Liberals*- Of— i
Democracy

A looping side court shot m the
final minutes of play by diminutive
Mike Spina gave Colby's White Mules
a thrilling 43-41 overtime victory
over the University of Maine in the
opening game of the 1938 State
Series, the first such basketball competition in more than fifteen years.
A wildly cheering crowd of some fifteen hundre d persons witnessed the
conquest of the underdog Mules,
whose victory gave them a commanding lead in the series play,
'Their regulation game ending in a
tie as a result of a last minute tally
by Phil Rogers, Pale Blue gridiron
NOTICE
Seniors who plan to secure
assistance from the Personnel
Bureau in trying to secure employment aro asked to meet with
Mr. Warren next Monday afternoon at 3:30 in the Chapel.
NOTICE
Want ed : Jun io r or Sen ior
man who has ha d ex pe r ience in
guiding and who • is interested
in securing summer employment
in a boys' camp. See Mr. Warren.
NOTICE
The facult y has de sig nated
Tuesday, Jan. 18, as a p er iod
of preparation, for semester examinati ons. Thoro will be no
classes on this day. This is considered a college holiday.
• .
Elmer C; Warren,
Registrar,
NOTICE '
Tho Readin g Knowledge Examinations in modern languages
on Saturday, Januar y 15, aro
for seniors only.
Ernest C, Marriner,
Dean.

Wy Cojle|ej s^__
^

Radio-iinded

"Y" Play To Be
Given Next Sunday

The Collegiate Review

Shows Improvement

NOTICE

'

Vigorously scoring the New Deal
Administration's policies, labeling' its
members as "pseudo-liberals who are
doing all in their power to dig the
grave of democracy," and firmly advocating the entrance of tlie United
States into the League of "Nations ^
a means of alleviating the present
world crises, S. Miles Bouton, noted
journali st and authority on world affairs, inaugurated the seventh of the
Colby Lecture Series" by an address
that comprehensively enumerated the
causes for unrest in this country and
in Europe.
Democracy has been slain, nearly all
over Europe , the speaker declared.
Mr. Bouton explained how the teach:
ings >of Karl Marx brought in the dangerous doctrine of; class warfare, : . in
Germany and declared that Rexford
Tugwell was one of the many in
Washington who "was trying to bring
(Continued on pace 8)

Go-Eds Open

Soda! Season
• i

Vic Hunt er 's Terrace Gables orche stra , one of the six top notch New

England swing bands, will usher in
the most anticipated event of tho coed's social calendar Saturday evening,
the Pan-Hellenic Ball.
j
• Glamour, laughter and swing will
minglo lo form a fitting atmosphere
for tho event sp ons or ed an d planned
f or by tha combined Colby sororities.
A Country-School dnnco it is to bo ,
with bids awarding Bachelor of Mirijh
d egrees; d ecorati ons done i n th a
psychologically stimulating colors <fi
red , yellow and black; balloons , confetti and noisemakors; and wnil
murals, , painted -on cotton by that
gifted artist, Koraiit La'Flour.
jjj
The orche stra choson by tho PanHellenic Council is a distinct ; triumph
to be able to present., Vica-iuriter|s
band otf' twolvo good mon and trub is '
a really sensational pno, .. with its
^
'"**"*
(Continued on pnffo ll )
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The varsity Colby club, although
they came out the thin end of the
horn, -were far from hopelessly outclassed. Occasional flashes of brilliant play showed the calibre they
may yet exhibit before the season
closes. Bus Burrill, a fast, aggressive
forward , rushed the Northeastern defense for a good many tosses at the
hoop. Burrill and diminutive Mike
Spina, .Colby 's speedy sharpshooter,
were responsible for 12 points apiece.
Baron Pearl's eannonball one-handed
passes helped matters for Colby and
the Baron and Dick Hopkins were
probably Colby's best defensive men.
The experienced Northeastern team
had a fast-breaking offense. Snappy,
accurate passing kept the Mule on the
run. Their excellent man-to-man defense held down Colby basket-sniping effectively.
The starting line-up for Colby
read : Burrill and Pullen at forward;
Dow and Haynes at guard; and Kammandel at center. . A few seconds after the tap, Northeastern scored the
first goal of the game as Connelly nabbed the last of three smooth passes
almost under the basket and slipped
the bail through the strings. They
held this lead for a few minutes, then
began to pile up the score, reaching
10 before Burrill sunk a foul for Colby 's first point of the evening. The
Colby hoopmen could not overcome
the 10 point lead during the rest of
the half. . Northeastern's sophomore
quintet played a tight defense, allowing but one Colby field goal, a beautiful shot by Johnny Pullen. Colby
took advantage of foul shots for their
other nine points. Th-3 half ended
11-22 with Northeastern leading.
It was a rejuvenated Mule team
that started the second half. The combination of Dobbins, Pearl, Hopkins,
Burrill and Spina temporarily had
the B-bston five on the downhill trail.
Spina and Burrill started a scoring
spree. Coach Dunn sent in his reserves, which had hitherto played a
marvelous game, and the Colby advance was stopped.
Despite the defeat , the Colby team
gave promise of being able to deal
out better basketball ' than that exhibited in the game with Northeastern.

Frosh Pin Defeat

On Hebro n Quintet

After losing their first game by one
point to a strong prep school outfit
last Thursday night,' Coach Al McCoy's yearlings came through to defeat a favored Hebron team by a
score of 58-53.
The freshmen took an early lead
and maintained it throughout the entire game. It was a team greatly improved over the five that played
against Richer two nights before.
What ' gave the freshmen their winning margin was the playing and
shooting of the trio—Peters, Myshrall
and Rimosukas. The guar d posts were
well filled by Gruber and Cobb. Card
of the Hebron five was the high scorer of the evening with nine baskets
and four fouls to his credit.
During the last period Hebron
made a gallant attempt to win, trying many long; shots which, however,
failed to find the basket. This inaccurate shooting by the prep school
boys and the stalling by the freshmen
during the last few minutes of play
gave the yearlings their first victory.
The summary :
Colby (58)
Myshrall, rf _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Plummer, rf
Rimousukas, If
Berry, If
Peters, c
'
Young, c
Cobb, rg
.
Stumpp, rg __ Gruber, lg
Pullen, lg —

___

~m,==="~~

G
F
7
2
0
0
6
1
0
0
8
1
0 . 0
0
2
0
0
3
2
1 0

P
16
0
13
0
17
0
2
0
8
2

Hetron (S3)

G
F
P
3
0
6
Coombs, rf
:
3
2
8
Cannon, rf
3
3
9
Doubleday, If
0
0
0
Talbot, If
22
9
4
Card, c
'1
0
2
Johnson, c
1 0
2
Norton, rg
0
0
0
Saunders, rg
Dranginis, lg __;
2
0
4
0
0
0
Hersey, lg _ _ _
Referee, Macomber. Umpire, Gus-

_____

tafson.

Northeastern

G
F
3
0
2
2
1 0
2
0
4
2
1
0
1 0
4
2
2
1
3
1

P
6
6
2
4
10
2
2
10
5
7

23
8
Colby (38)
G
F
Burrill , rf
4
4
Spina , rf
5
2
Pullen , c
1
1
Malins, c
0
0
Berrie, c
0
0
Kammandel, If
0
4
Dobbins, If ___
1 0
Reid , If
0
0
Dow , rg
0
0
Irish, rg
0
3
' 0
0
MacLeod , rg

54

Gleason, rf
Hatch, rf
Rogers, c
Gurney, c
Meehan, If
Smith, If
Spidell, rg
Labowiez, rg
Connelly, lg
Toueey,. lg

Colby Quintet Loses

First Home Game

Northeastern Aggregation
Too Flashy For White
Mules; Wins 54-38

(54)

Totals

After 40 minutes of fast basketball
on Colby 's new floor last Thursday
night, the slate showed a 38-54 score
in favor of "Northeastern ' University
over the hardfigh ting Colby varsity
five.
A crowd of nearly one thousand
came to watch as Colby played her
introductory game on the new surface. ¦ A preliminary tussle featured
the Colby Frosh against Ricker Classical, in which the invaders drew the
decision by the slim margin of 50-49.

P
12
12
3
0
0
4
2
0
0
3
0

Frosh Are Nosed
. Out . .By Ricker

0
0
0 have had a change of luck. And if
Berry, rf
Plummer, If
0
0
0 we look at the thing from the long
3
0
6 run point of view, Colby may benefit
Myrshrall, If
2
2
6 •from it in the end. D own there at
Poulin, If
:____
6
1 13 Bowdoin the boys are.fighting to> keep
Peters, c
0
0
0 tbe sport in the college. It stands to
Young, c _ _ _ _
_._ 0
0
0 reason that a win over such a bitter
rg
Cobb,
In the opening game of the two
rg
0
1
1 and hitherto invincible rival as Colby
Stumpp,
that dedicated the new field house
lg- _ _ _ _ _ _ ._._._ : 4 .¦ .. . -. 0
8 may make a difference to those who Gruber,
floor last Thursday, the Colby Frosh
will eventually make the decision! If
0
0
0
Martel, lg ¦
¦
hoop squad was edged by the Ricker
. y ""';:::
^^ Bowdoin should drop the ice game it
Classical Institute five, 50-49. In four
Totals
21
7
49 might greatly curtail Colby 's chances
periods of fast , action, the gallant
Referee, Mahan, Macomber. Time, for permanent continuation of the
yearlings worked furiously to close
sport. If you noticed in last Sunday 's
4-1O's.
up an early lead gained by the Ricker
Telegram Captain Bob McGee of the
outfit. Starting the half as the unColby hockey team', and Russ Blanchderdogs, the Frosh took possession
ard, Colby correspondent for the
with a classy passing attack that bePortland papers, put up a great arguwildered the Houlton 'boys and endment for the life of Maine collegiate
ed the third period with the score
hockey. Of all places Maine with its
tied. The smooth passwork and deadcold winters shouldn't be the first to
ly shooting of rangy Al Rimosukas
fade
from the hockey picture.
----ht
Sargent
B
Dwi
-----'
y
g
and the a ggressive and expert ball
handling of Gil Peters accounted for
The Taste of Blood
Pag ing Sonja Henie 's Double
most of the Frosh's points . Stan GrudoubleW inning th at basketball
Under the direction of Rus sell Birt ber , guard, and Arnold Myrshrall, heade r in the Field House Saturday
•wistle a roster of fancy skaters rep forward , also got in some good licks night was the best thing that could
resenting the Waterville skating club
for the Frosh in fine defensive play happen to Colby bask etb all. Watch
has been engaged to perform between
and passwork.
the fans pack the galleries for the M.
the per iods of the Carniva l hockey
The Ricker team opened fire early I. T. game this week. The win ove r game. The management isn't prejuin the first period and proceeded to Ma ine is even more remark able when diced against Colby talent , but up ' to
outpass and outplay the Colby outfit we th ink that the Mules have been the prese nt the y have been unable to
for the first part of the evening. The play ing together onl y a few weeks , uncover any competent material. If
Frosh were able to score only one whereas the lads from Orono have had there are any figure skaters in Colby
basket in the first session, while Rick- a year or more of experience as a please see Mr. Birtwistle at once , and
er merrily plugged four through the un it. The first person to be congrat- part of the meeting will be turned
hoop to end the first period 8-2. In ulated for the victory is Coach Eddy over to home talent.
spite of the desperate attempts of the Roundy who has made such a praiselittle Mule to gain ground during the worthy sta rt in Colby "basketball hisVARSITY DOWNS MAINE
second stanza, the Ricker quintet held tory. In the game the other night
(Continued from page 1)
their early lead and the slate read 23- the Coach executed a masterp i ece . of
substitution
strategy,
putting
the Gray slackened its pace, but managed
16 at the half.
to hold the lead at half time 20-18.
r
ight
boys
in
at
the
right
time.
at
the
start
It looked bad for Colby
Again in the second half , ' the
of the second half when Pound of
"N
Midwinter
ight 's Dream
Roundymen jumped farther into the
Ricker cut down the floor and tossed
Colby
enthusiasm
reached
a
height
lead only to have the visitors rally
one in before the. yearlings could say
which
has
rarely
been
attained
dursmartly toward the close of the sesdarn. But Rimosukas started some
ing
our
undergraduate
days,
and
the
sion, and finally, on Rogers' last minhawkeye stuff with the leather and
climax
was
actual
grand
reward
for
ute
basket, sent the game into overamply aided by Peters, Myrshrall and
the
cheers.
It
is
an
actual
fact
that
time.
Gruber began to flash the ball all over
The summary :
the place, with frequent excursions even Professor Warren was seen to
Colby (43 )
to the hoop. The last few minutes stand up and shout and wave his
F
P
. G
of this period was hectic stuff with arms in those final minutes of that
you Burrill , rf , c
5
4 1 14
Ricker trying hard to regain her stride memorable game, and believe
1
1
3
in the face of flashy offense on the me, whan Professor Warren gets ex- Pullen, rf
cited
there's
something
to
get
excited
Spina,
If
6
0
12
Stumpp,
part of the Frosh. Georgie
0
0
0
yearling guard, tossed in a foul to tie about. It was a great night for Col- Malins, If , rf
by
and
makes
us
look
forward
to
some
Hopkins,
c
3
2
8
the game, 35-35, at the end of the
other great nights before the season Pearl, rg
0
O
0
third period.
is
over.
Kammandel
,
rg
0
4
4
The final period was full of fast
—
C
—
Irish,
lg
0
2
2
play on both sides as the two teams
Onl y a Dolla r
Haynes
lg
0
0
0
,
began to exchange cracks at the basIt seems that Bill Webber of Bar
ket. The leading shuttled between Ha rbor (he played the center position
Total
15
13
43
the Frosh and Ricker as the end of for Ma ine) was dr essing for th e game
Maine (41)
the game grew near. The Frosh suf- and in walks Colby s Oscar Emery,
G P P
fered setbacks on account of several also of Bar Harbor. It likewise seems
Rogers,
rf
4
0
8
mistakes made during the last of the that Mr . Wehhev offered Mr . Emery
Drew,
rf
1
0
2
tussle, but the final gun . saw the a bet of one dolla r tha t the University
_
0
0
0
Houlton squad only one point ahead. of Mai ne would win the ball game. Ward , rf
Curtis
,
rf
0
0
0
The summary :
Furthermore the loyal Mr. Emery ac- Bourgoin
, If
4
4
12
Ricker (50)
cepted the wager and pro ceeded to Breton,
If
2
1
5
G?
F
P witness the game and lost five pounds
1
1 3
Downie, rf
4
0
8 like all the rest of us. Now all tha t Webber , c ___ !
Stanley,
c
1
0
2
Cluff, If
7
0
14 is left is fo r Mr . Emery, to collect
Lord
rg
1
,
5
,7
Cotton , rf , If
1
0
2 the dollar from Mr . Webber during
0
0
0
Bubar , c
6
3
15 the Easter vacation . What a bal l Cullinan , rg
Hamlin
,
lg
1
0
2
Ames, c, rf
0
0
0 game!! Al McCoy did a grand j ob of
Felix , rg
2
0
4 broadcasting the game that night an d
Total —
15
11 . 41
Tarbell, rg ___
0
0
0 I can see the WLBZ fans now , sitReferee,
Murphy
(B.
C
)
;
Umpire ,
Pound , lg
2
3
7 ting on the edge of their chairs and
Newell (B. C). Time, 2-20's and
wipi ng sweat from the ir brows. Well ,
_ 22
Totals
6
50 anyway Colby is now in the lead in 5-minute overtime.
;1
Colby (49)
' -mr n v - tf tt
"ir «g3nr.l-—¦-' a
the
Maine
collegiate
basketbal l f
|
G
F
P leag ue.
Rimosukas, rf
6
3
15
At Last
After
trying
futilely to defeat the
Haynes, lg
0
0
0
° 170 SILVER STREET 8
Hopkins, lg
0
0
0 White Mule hockey outfit for several
_____
Pearl, lg
0
2
. 2 years the Bowdoin Polar Bears at last B===IOaO
j---....,,,
IOE-3Q1
L'

j —J tr

SPORTOG fiAPHS

§ WEBBER'S ICES f

Galoshes . $2.00 u p
ICE CREAM BAR
Leat her Top Rubbers
$2.49 u p
Moccasins - $1.98 u p |Elm €My
\;
Totals
Referee , Berg.
Timo , 2-20's.

11
10
38
Umpire , Flaherty.

We Still Have Your Favorite
Lunches and Drinks
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Jus t off Campus
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" Where Cofy Men Meet "

Wtn . Levine & Sons

V

I

LUDY, '21

"'

PACY , '27

Opp. Stadium.
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10 Per Cent Reduction
On All College Sealed J ewelery and
Novelties

Colby College Bookstore
SPECIAL To College Girls — FREE — Cosmetic Case
With Shampoo and Finger Wave

GIGUERE'S i BEAUTY SHOP

' Telephone 680

146 Main St. ¦¦

PARKS ' DINER

¦

-

year-old Scholander. The vital singing of the old master awakened in his
young apprentice the realization of
what could be done with the world's
unlimited treasure of folk music. This
was Scholander's last great gift, as
his voice and lute were silenced forever a few months later.

DYER-BENNET
(Continued from page 1)
Dyer-Bennet and his guitar were
inseparable, and during his college
years in B erkeley, California, it became customary to invite friends to
"Dyer-Bennet Evenings." Young and
old alike responded spontaneously to
the beauty of bis songs and the young
singer's unique touch and native
charm.

Once more the guiding star of The
Troubadours shone brightly, and a
new figure started along the ancient
trail. The next helping hand was lent
by. Alfred Brock, supreme craftsman
and instrument-maker to the Swedish Court, who made a Swedish
twelve-stringed lute for Dyer-Bennet.
It was Brock's last instrument—rthree
weeks after its completion the- old
lute-maker was dead.
With Scholander's voice still ringing in his ears and Brock's lute yet
new to his hands, Dyer-Bennet travelled through England and Wales, singing to wildly enthusiastic Welsh miners, English workers, London music
lovers, and mixed audiences. His
inspired enthusiasm was transmitted
to Elwin Ambrose, who has given it
new form in the "International
Theater Movement." This movement
has as its ultimate goal the' fusion
into theater form of the folk-arts of
singing, dancing, instrument-playing,
and the creative composition relative
and necessary to the production of
these arts. The theaters will be organized through the founding of
groups of twenty to thirty folk-artists ; -each group to study and develop
the native folk-lore for presentation
to the public of all countries.

Gertrude Wheeler Beckman first
opened the doors leading to the great
field which lay beyond. She it was
who recognized in young Dyer-Bennet
the very elements of whicli troubadours were made : the ability to sing
and act to his own accompaniment ;
and above all, the ability to. tell a
story. From Mrs. Beckman, he heard
of Sven Scholander, the greatest
troubadour of modexm times. Instantly the young singer recognized
his destiny. In 1935 Dyer-Bennet
journeyed to Sweden and became the
favoured disciple of the seventy-five-

KABMELKOfiN
SHOP
197 MAIN STREET

J. O. MICHAUD
Barber Shop
Temple Street

Richard Dyer-Bennet sings folksongs and art songs, some two hundred of them , in French, Spanish,
Watervil le
Italian, German, Swedish, and English (songs of the British Isles and the
Dr y Cleaners
Americas) . His songs range from
"Service Which Satisfies"
Tel, 277 delicate v/ord-pietures to dramatic
62-A Temple St.
CAREFUL CLEANING
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ballads; from lyric classics to ' dialect
and character song-—literature which
appeals to all types of audiences.
.Redfern;Mason of the Boston ."Evening Transcript, after hearing him perform recently at the Hotel Vendome
in Boston, wrote :
"Now folk song interpretation is
difficult. First and most important of
all the words must be diamond clear.
Dyer-Bennet fulfills this requisite in
half a dozen languages. The voice
must be good ; but the singer must
not obscure the poet's message with
mere vocalism. Then again the artist must in a few words of explanation put his audience in touch with
the age and the civilization which each
song echoes.
In all these particulars Dyer-Bennet furnishes what is asked of him.
He tells the story pithily and, when
need is, with a sort of Dorian quaintness. He can give yon the rustic
Briton, the dreamy Gael, the pawky
Scott and the canny Yankee.
The music of these peoples he sings
to the strains of the lute, which he
plays admirably. It is a Scandinavian instrument, of twelve strings,
six of them plucked, the others open.
On this lute he plays little Bach
dances, so that the counterpoint
comes out crystal clear. He suggests
the coming near of the drum for old
chansons of the French peasantry. To
hear this lad—he is little more:—sing
"Barb ara Allen" is an experience to
gratify alike the artist and the plain
person who only loves the old songs
'because they are beautiful."
Admission will be twenty-five cents
for students and thirty-five cents for
adults. Tickets may be obtained
from members of the Arts Club or at
the door. There will be a reception
after the song-recital in the social
room for members of the club and
those who are especially interested.

The diminutive miss from Foster
House . . Home is in Maine's metropolis . . honor student in high " .^;i
school . . Creative talent expressed
by making many clothes for herself , ' '„ . <
Mildred Van Valkenb urg—
French major . . decided prefer' .
The peppy little gal in the big rac- ence for crimson locks.
y
coon coat . . s'pose she learned all
¦ :,
'
those very tricky dance-steps in Oys- Barbara Skehan —
That super good looking freshman ' . <
ter Bay, Long Island ? . . a Duttonite, and a knock-out at the social from Mary Low . . another Portlandevents of the year . . collegiate, ite . . She's the leader of the group, '
as far as popularity is concerned . .
smart, and smooth.
smooth voice . . often heard on the
Barba ra Vannah —
Colby broadcasts.
One-third of the trio in Number
Two Dutton House . . nice and tall Geraldine Siefko—
"Jerry" is the tall, auburn-haired
and fair . . pulled a fast .one and got
'
and
regal looking Mower House damsel
acquainted with one of her roomwho
comes
from
New
York.
You can
mates before she came to college . .
¦
'
tell
it,
ix>o,
for
she
-has
some
extremerather quiet, but by no means uninterly
chic
clothes. She carries away all
esting . . comes from one of the "bigthe
scholastic
honors and is the Frosh
gest and best high schools in Massaclass
president.
"Jerry" is outstandchusetts, she says . . would trade it
ing
for
her
charming
personality.
anytime for Colby.

Frosh Co-Eds

..

Mary El izabeth Sweetzer —

"Betty " is another one of that swell
Dutton House gang. Recently she has
taken up horseback riding and she
- (Continued from page 1)
promises to be as expert in that sport
young, red-headed trumpet player, as she is in basketball . . curly dark
Flanders, as a four star attraction. hair, friendly smile . . noticed for
This orchestra has supplied rhythm her following at all the dances.
during December for several college
contemporaries, including Dartmouth, R uth ' Stebbins —
"Stebby" is a Zete sister. Also, she
the University of New Hampshire,
is
a hiker extraordinary, and a faithand Colby Junior College.
ful Outing Clubber. In fact , she holds
Patrons and patronesses will be an almost
unbroken record in attendDean Runnals, Professor and Mrs. ing all their
get-togethers. Dutton
Thomas Ashcraft, Professor and Mrs. House is in a
perpetual uproar beLester Weeks, Miss Mary Marshall cause of her
wit
and her capers. She
and Professor Walter ' Breckinridge. hails from
Hastings-on-Hudson.
Dancing will be from eight until
twelve and bids may be procured
JOIN THE CROWD AT THE
from Alice Mulligan, president of the
Pan-Hellenic Council. Dust off your
Puritan Sweet Shop
dinner jackets and order your corFOR THE BEST
sages for Colby's first formal dance of
LUNCHES, CANDY, ICE CREAM
the season.
PAN-HELLENIC

"I recently sold 489,000 pounds all during a seven hour day,
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''There was. a buyer, , naturall y ,,
oc ever y olle of those 489,000
^
,pounds...J3// 2 there was as much
difference between the bestgracles
and the iinferior, as between a
pretty auctiprirafter.
girl and a homely one.
"At
auction ,J Ve

.the finest tobacco plus, the throatprotection * of the exclusive process "It's Toasted". This process
takes out certain irritants found
in rt// tobacco—even the finest.
Men who lenow tobacco froni
A to Z-~experts like Mr. Edwards

I've smoked them since 1917.

pens, I-ucleieshave twice as many
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SKATING RINK , WOMEN 'S
DIVISION

¦

Guest Hours

/ClSil ^
• (mmm
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X^y**!^
1937

Member

Families of faculty members
are welcome except;
Monday, Wednesday, Friday,
1.00 until 2.30 P.' M. Saturday, 8.00 until 12.00 A.
ML

1938

Tickets for faculty children
may be secured at tlie Alumnae
Building Office.
Members of the Men's Division are welcome :
Saturday and Sunday afternoons.
Evenings, 7.00 until 10.O0.
No hockey sticks are allowed
on the rink.
Women's Athletic Association.

Pksocfcied Cb!Ie6iafe Press
Distributor of

GDlIe6bte Cfeest
REPRESENTED

FOR

NAT IONAL ADVERTISING

BY

National AdvertssingServiceJnc.
420

College Publishers Representative

Madison Ave.

CHICAGO

.

new York ,

N . Y.

- BOSTOH - LOS ANGEUS - SAN FRANCISCO

Published weekly throughout the College year except during vacation
and final examination periods under supervision of the students-of Colby
College.
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Post Office , "Waterville, Maine,
under the act of March 5. 1879.
.' , Address all circulation complaints, advertising inquiries or orders to
Edville G. Lemoine, K. D. E. House, Waterville, Maine.
Subscription price at $2.00 a year.
The Editor is, responsible for the general policy, the editorials , and the make-u p of the paper.
The Managing Editor is responsib le for the news.

NOTICE
The Y. W. C. A., teas will be held
as usual during midyear examinations.
"Watch the "ECHO" and. the bulletin
boards for further announcements.
NOTICE
The Colby Classical Club will hold
its third meeting this year on Thursday, January 13, in the Social Room
of the Alumnae Building. A special
student program is being arranged
and the members are urged to come
as it is a most important meeting.

Edi tor-in-Chief

JOSEPH CIECHON, '38 (Tel. 1350)

NOTICE

Ma naging Editor

. L. RUSSELL BLANCHARD, '38 (Tel. 112)
Women '* Edito r

EDITH FALT, '38 (Tel. 8876)
Business Manager

EDVILLE G. LEMOINE, '38 (Tel. 97)

Wilson C. Piper , '89
Sally AJdrlch , '89

Associate Editors
Dwfeht Sar gent . '89
G. Ellis Mott , '39

Frank Di-ton, '88
Jane Mulkern . '89

The Pan-Hellenic Council wishes to
announce that arrangements have
been made, permitting the basketball
games Saturday- evening to run on an
earlier schedule, so that there may
be no conflict between the games and
the Pan-Hellenic Ball. The exact
time will be announced later.
WINTER CARNIVAL

Philip J. Seavey, '40
Spencer Winsor , '10
Roth Gould, "46
Mar guerite Pillsbur y, '88

Assistant Editors
Ral ph Delano , '40
John Poster , '40
Nannabelle Gra y, *40

Krnest Marriner , '40
Gordon Jones , '40
Ruth Hendricks ,. '40
Dorot hy Weeks , '39

Advertising Manager
Louis St. John , '89
Circulation Manager
Willard Smyth , '89
Oharleo Randall , '40

Assistant Business Managers
Clyde Hatch , '40

On the Modern Lan guages
Some time ago there were editorials published in the ECHO expressing
student opinion in regard to the Reading Knowledge examination in a
modern language. This expression was published after a great deal of
deliberation as to the place of such an examination in a modern college.
Furthermore, this expression was precipitated by an important factor in
modern education, namely, individual differences. And yet, when we consider the present requirement for graduation can we honestly say that the
Reading Knowledge examination allows for individual differences? Is such
an examination so important that some students have to wait four years
before they realize that they cannot graduate ? This year there are fourteen senior men who have had to take courses in German or French in preparation for the Reading Knowledge examination, and if they do not pass
it, they can not receive their degrees. 'The grievance does not come from
the fact that these men are seniors, but from the fact that they have to
spend almost as much time in a course that is distasteful to them as in their
majors.
We seem to realize that there are individual differences when we offer
the opportunity to major in a special subject. However, when we f orc e
every individual in college to pass a reading knowledge examination in a
modern language we are forgetting the factor of individual differences.
Why pick on a modern language ? Why not demand a knowledge of hist or y of each student ? Histor y is j ust as imp ort ant a s a lan gua ge in it s
contribution to cu ltur e, yet we demand no knowledge of it for all college
students.
If we are to ,use the argument that those who can not pass an examination in a modern language should not bo in college, we are only complicating matters. The fact remains that students like these will always bo coming to college/and it is very bad policy to wait until the fourth year to toll
such students that they do not belong here, Something must be done,
something that will relievo the situation, One thing is certain; these students are not inclined toward languages, an d there is noth in g th at can make
them. Tho only way we can help the situation is to recognize individual
differences and allow for it in our educational system.
Latin and Greek wore once required-for graduation , but someth in g in
education arose that no longer made those subjects a necessity. At present
we are faced with a similar problem. If wo are to recognize individual
differences, then wo shall havo to do away with the Compulsory Reading
Knowledge examination. If wo do not recognize it, wo arc not a progressive college. .

In App reciation . . .
Our basketball team' beat Maine in a very closely contested gamp that
was packed with excitement, Howovoiy wo owe something to tho "Watorvillo High School Band for tho excellent performance that evening. As
far as thoy woro concerned thoy wore the Colby Band, On sovoral ' occasions, .especially] ' when both towns wei-o deadlocked , thoy led tho Colby
spectators in "On to Victory." At thisitimo wo jvish to express bur appreciation as well ns congratulations for tho enjoyable performance, '

(Continued from page 1)
krge winter carnivals, is not only
withholding the identity of the fair
lady, but "also declines to reveal how
she will be selected. Just who will
emerge from this mystery-shrouded
contest will be known on the day of
the carnival.
Governor

to Attend

Yoall Likfi
-Colby

The .management of programs and
iv complete carnival directory is in the
competent hands of G. Ellis Mott. A
colorfu l program of flguro skating betw een the periods of tho hockey game
is being arranged by Russell - BirtvviBtlo. Tho , intm-collegiate ski moot
Is-un der. . . the d irection of Barb ara
Towle and Charlie MncGrogor.
Professor Lougoo is the Outing
Olub lad yisor; and is putting in. a lot
of time and 'work with tho students
to help make the carnival a success.

Along The Open Road

By TOM BRENNER ¦ ¦

By Bernard Daniels, .'41
The garbage can stank. Its—attendant flies % were my only committee of welcome . Annoyed by the odor
and the flies, I moved away and debated whether I should try the house,
or continue down the road. The general appearance of the house did not
make it seem worth stopping there.
The roof was sagging in the middle,
and the age of the place was telling
even on the careful work of the builders. But then, I had not eaten for
days and I was too weary to go on.
I was simply forced to knock on the
door. Scales of grayish, dirty paint,
paint that had once been white, fell
to the ground as I knocked. Presently, a puny brat of eleven years or so
came to open the door for me. Her
patched clothes looked the dirtier because of that unkempt strawy hair of
hers, which hung down and . clung tp
her dress about the shoulders. She
faltered when she saw me and ran
away in fright to tell her mother of
the stranger. A kindly old lady groped her way toward me and when she
had heard my story gave me what she
could.

We suppose that by now everybody
in any way connected with the Boston and Maine Railroad Company is
mad at us. We know the conductors
are mad. When we came up. from
Boston the other night we decided to
fix the seats so they faced each other
and we could talk and fight better.
Now, the seats on this particular train
swivel around in a peculiar way. You
have to move several seats around before you can make two seats face
each other, and one of the seats we
moved around . wouldn't go back into
place. It stuck out in the aisle a little
—just enough to make everybody
wanting to sit in it hesitate, for fear
of feeling self-conscious and off-center.
Every time the conductors would
come down the aisle, they would tug
and poke at the seat, trying to get it
back in place, but it wouldn't move a
bit. Every now and then new conductors would come and join the disturbed
group. "Who did this?" they wanted
to know, first looking at the seat and
then around the car for a victim. We
didn 't say anything, because all the
conductors were large and of enormous weight. Finally one conductor
said, in a peevish, petty voice, "It just
seems sometimes that there's no use
trying to keep a car nice!" We felt
that as soon as we got off the train ,
the conductors would put on frilly
white caps and aprons and bustle
around dusting and tidying things
up. A lot of upperclassmen had to go
in the other day and take personality
tests. They had to answer a bunch of
questions like : What would you rather be, a street-car motorman or a
street-car conductor?
;. -Although it .would be interesting
to know just who of the student body
wanted to be conductors, and who
wanted to be motormen , it seems that
knowing wouldn't make a great deal
of difference. What would it prove ?
Anyway, probably a lot of students
never gave the question any real
thought.
But the best question they had to
answer was : Would you like to look
at a collection of old lace ?
They had their choice of answer :
1, I would like to; 2, I wouldn't like
to; 3, I am indifferent.
Our own
answer, of course , would depend entirely as to what the old lace was
hanging on at the time.

Last week, the Outing Club received word from Governor Lewis O. Barrows that he had accepted the Club's
invitation to be present at-the carnival festivities, and would participate
in the elaborate ceremonies that accompany the crowning of the Queen.
The Governor has always been an ardent winter sports supporter, and the
college is indeed fortunate that his
presence has been secured , especially
Friday it rained on the snow and
in view of the fact that other Maine everything was all messy, so we decolleges also hold their carnivals on cided to give the country back to the
the same week-end.
Indians, never thinking for a moment
that they would refuse it.
The Indians who had given Maine
to
the white folks are now living in
Carnival Personals
Montana and seem pretty happy about
Colby's 1938 Winter Carnival is be- it.,
"We're doing just fine," one of
ing sponsored by the Colby Outing them said to me.
"We ain't been so
Club. The club started feebly a few happy in years!" That was the
first
years ago and has now grown to be
inkling we had that it might be a
one of the most active organizations
little hard to get rid of Maine , even
on the campus. This is only natural if we did it up pretty with
ribbons
ns winter conies in Main e as nowhere and things.
"Listen," we said to the
else, an d Outin g Clubs an d Winter chief,
"How would you like to have
Carnivals should really come into
Ma ine back?" Woll , the chief laughed
their own.
and laughed , and made a regular fool
Larr y Ha y n es i s the ex ecut ive of of himself. "Say," he said, "What do
the carnival this year and is working you think we are, anyhow ,—Indian
har d to produce an outstanding suc- givers?"
cess. Robert Anthony is the presi\ —————————————————————
dent of the Outing Club and is doing
n great job of promotion in the organization,
Alice Mulligan is engineering the
novel Penguin Party and it's going to
1)0 something now for Colby socialites.
,r«no Montgomery will over-see tho
maneuvers of tho Carnival Queen.

Literary Column

Caron 's
Barber Shop

53 Main Street, Wat«i«villc

After I had satisfied my hunger
temporarily, I thanked the kind old
lady and went on my way. Along the
road I stopped in a nearby field to
rest. As I wandered about, vacantly
looking for a shady spot to lie down,
I noticed two old, partially obliterated
tombstones. The name Jason was engraved on one of them. I came to
think of Dr. Jason Williams, a friend
of society, and a protector of the interests of his associates in the medical
world. . .
I was a promising young surgeon
on the staff of a city hospital. 1had
gotten drunk on the night before a
maj or operation. The next morning,
thinking that I had complete control
of my hands, I proceeded to the operating room. But my scalpel slipped.
They had.been unable to save the patient. The medical board , headed by
Dr. Jason Williams, found the death
had been caused by my willful negligence. I was ordered to cease practising medicine.
But what does that matter—that is
past, and—the road lies ahead.
Discovery

By Betty Newell, '38
He took her out to the end of the
cape, where the rocks were big and
jagged and brown. There had been
a storm the night before, and the surf
was tremendous—huge grey-green
mountains of waves, curling over
clear and smooth , and then crashing
into great clouds of shining foam.
The wind was still high, and it blew
the spray back from the crests of the
waves like drifting snow.
He watched her silently. She seemed so little compared to the vastness
of the sea. She stood with her feet
wide apart, and her small, brown fists
were clenched tightly at her sides. Her
dark hair was whipped into a wot,
tangled mass.
"There are no words for this," she
said quietly. And then because he
couldn't bear the ache in his throat
any longer, he took hor in his arms
and held hor there, tight an d warm
against him,
The tide came up closer, and fine
clouds of spray blew cold and wot in
their faces. When he bent down and
kissed her, he could feel the roughness of salt on hor lips. Slowly the
acho in him died away, and for tho
first time in his life he had a feeling
of complete oneness with another human being.

" Say It With Flower s"

WHEN YOU THINK OF FLOWERS THINK OF

MIT CHELL'S

WHEN YOU THINK OF MITCHELL THINK OF

FL OWER S

, : We are always at your service

Telephone 467-W

conference, who said that one cannot'
maintain a Christian attitude in biisi-'
ness today, under the competitive, sys-^
tern , that is good ethics are , bad '
economics today. John Foster -.gave
By Marian Crawford
an account of the successful history
of cooperative ventures on many colIf you are interested in making lege campuses, notably, Harvard , .
Plans are now in the making for a new friends try reading some of the
and the University of Texas.
campaign to raise money for the: Far stories of the great minds of the Yale,
Barbara
Towle was a member of the
Eastern Student Emergency Fund. world. Come in to the Library and
your reporter, that it is quite over . .
commission
on "The Student and the
'
Under the auspices of the Y. M. C. .A. ask for Madame Curie, (the latest
Perhaps- there is the starting of anChristian
Faith."
This group aimed'
and Y. W. C. A., the local chairman biography received) the story of a
other new fri endship, for th e other
to
seek
out
the
cause
of the lack of
for the women is Mary Wheeler, while little Polish girl who went to Paris
day we heard that playful Evy Gates
an
adequate
philosophy
of life which
John Foster is representing the men and despite poverty and hardships beso,
told Phil (Sleuth?) Seavey that he
exists
among
many
young
people
as chairman for the entire state of came the only woman ever to receive
ha d "the most wonderful eyebrows of
today. The work which this group
Maine.
two Nobel prizes. In an abandoned outlined for itself is to reach by
any fellow at Colby." Now, Phil , isn't
purpose:
warehouse, which was her laboratory, methods suitable to each, the three
This fund has 'a threefold
thi s the truth? And , Phil , you
wouldn 't use all your influence with (1) to meet acute needs of students she produced the first glowing speck groups which exist on almost every'
the Sleuth and get back at y our pal in the Far East , (2) to increase un- of radium. Because of this discovery campus, the indifferent, those who
for remin d in g us, even if you could derstanding and solilarity among stu- medicine gained a . tremendous ; hew might be interested, and those who
would you? . . Maurice Gross had his dents around the Pacific , and (3) to weapon, - and man's knowledge was are interested.
troubles the other soir when his two demonstrate the present reality of the able to reach out toward strange new
John Foster was a member of the
frontiers. Or ask for Paul Sabatier's World Peace
bab es from Bid defor d both came u p World Christian Community.
Commission.
. The
Life of St. Francis of Assissi and in Chinese, have adhered strongly to the
the same day, an d how he h ad to talk
throughand
universities
Colleges
—Our "Advice to Lovers" department out this nation and the world are two evening's time you will be walk- idea that the college men of today
ing shoulder to shoulder with . one of are the leaders of tomorrow, hence
advises that steadies should be kept starting
similar campaigns. The
the
humblest and quaintest and most they are unwilling to let college men
well apart in or de r t o avoid such American goal has been set at $25,inspiring
souls of all human history. participate in a war. Many Chinese
calamities in the future . . Borovoy 000. Of this sum part will be disOther
friends may be found in colleges have had to move as much as
sporting what a picture on his dress- tributed directly among needy stuTwenty
Years
at Hull House, by Jane 800 miles inland, as a result of the
er—Zowie ! We'll tell you her name dents in the Far East and part will be
Addams;
Life
of
Pasteur, by Vallery- war. There was both a Chinese and a
soon, f ellows . . Bob Moore a grad- sent to the Student Christian MoveAbraham,
The Prairie Japanese speaker at the conference,
Radot;
Lincoln,
uate of a few years back and a Phi ments in the Orient for proper allocaYears,
by
Carl
Sandburg
; The Life the presence of these two being sigD elt , joyfully announces the addition tion.
of
George
Moore,
by
Joseph
Hone.
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de nt of the first cla ss to graduate
Japan have been in- courage. In all of these biographies
Jean Cobb was a member of the
from New Colby .. . From all we hear equal number in
pro- you will find courage in action,' cour- commission on "Student Christian
Dick H olm es is very much interested terrupted in their educational
in Sea Cliff , New York' s Virginia grams. Under unbelievable handicaps age facing handicaps, and . courage Movements on Campuses," which aimequipment they bucking the opposition.
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"The Student and Campus Living,"
Bob McGee drew his first old age pen- These students
colleges and unitwenty
The
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aid.
The conference itself is over, but which dealt with three pro'blemsi camsion check from the government. Innorthern China which the work of its members has just be- pus antagonism," how to develop intercidentally, Bob what's the story on versities of
ruined in the gun. The meetings were held on the est among students, and; personal .adtragically
have
been
"your girl" last Saturday night? She
warfare must be replac- campuses of the two colleges located justm ents. These groups drew up varcourse
of
the
has to go out with the oth er fell ow
equipment must be restored. in Oxford, Ohio, Miami University, ious resolutions, opposing racial disshe's engaged to, once in a while. . . ed. Lost
Gardner Gregory resting up at the
We, as students of Colby College, and Western College. The issues for crimination on college campuses,' and
infirm ary for his Mary (Buckner) . . are members of the World Christi an discussion were selected by the demo- the existence of the R. 0. T. C; and
Re d Sprague an other he a rt interest Community. We are fortunate m cratic method , that is the members favoring the existence of student coan d another , Ruth.
Couldn 't sleep our opportunities to pursue our col- determined the substance of the con- operatives, academic freedom and
the other night in the r a m p a sture lege studies without martial interrup- vention. Eleven commissions cover- freedom of speech for both students
with Red's "I love you Ruth" all tions. Can we not get behind the ing the most vital of present day and faculty. This group also deemnight. She's a swell kid an d all that , campaign soon to be carried- on problems were . drawn up as a basic ed desirable the elimination of conbut we must have some sleep . . Jack through the Y. W. C. A. and Y. M. C. program of activity for the next two centration of leadership on college
-. '¦
Ormiston broken up we report . . A. to better the college conditions in years. The purpose of the confer- campuses. Mrs. Finch j oine d the commission
E d die Boulos , "Millie the Waitress" China and Japan ? Shall we stan d by ence, as stated by Mrs. Grace Elliott
working for his father in his hash- and see our fellow collegians lose all was "to find out what to aim at in on "Students of the Educational Syshouse. We always knew he could opportunities? Other American col- coming years, to find out what stu- tem." Various eminent educators
sling it . . It has been reported that leges are upholding this movement. dents can do in f urtheringworld Chris- addressed this group and cited sixtyWarren Pearl received the fatal blow Let us too, show our international tianity, to work on present day prob- nine faults hi present day education.
during vacation. Our "Matrimonial spirit. When our local organizations lems, and to find out why we were One of the speakers in this group
Espionage" department is working on ask for contributions to this worthy born, and what we are going to do pointed out that too early specializait—and it looks like its too bad—too cause, let us do our bit, even though about it." These commissions were tion unduly narrows the field in which
the focal point of the conference.
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We are all inclined to judge ourselves by our ideals; others by their
acts.—Harold Nicholson.
"Wak e up, there old boy," says he
to me , "Last week you overslept—the
first thin g y ou know I won 't pay you
all the money and give y ou such
praise ' for writing your column for
the ECHO. An extra allowance of a
p enn y this y ear if y ou do what Phil
Colman wants you to."
¦
"0. "£.," says I, "but I don 't know
about Phil—I'd rather please the college." Which reminds me about the
flea and an elephant who walked side
by side over a little, bridge. Said the
fl ea to th e eleph ant , after the y had
crosse d it : "Boy, we sure did shake
that thin g;" But someone put a flea
in Phil's ear and he was waiting for
th e lon g over d u e train b ack from
Fr eep ort , quite late the other night.
P etite Pat Jelli son , of fine sea farin g
stock , and awful easy on the eye s and
hard on the heart, stepped down from
the tr ai n into the w aitin g arm s of
Colby's Con Mario , Maine's best looking boxer, (don 't tell us you didn 't
kn ow—hasn't he told you?).
The good old custom of greeting
returnin g p als at the station is be in g
well k ep t th is ye ar b y Ritz Searle ,
Babs Skehan , and Ray Burbank , Walter Rideout and many, many others.
But the stati on is the m ee tin g p lace
of many a romance. Lothrop Richer
met Mar garet at th e 2 :08 train on
Friday afternoon , and if you remember ,- she's th e throb f rom Ch err y fi el d,
who comes down this way quite often.
Th e va cat i on wa s go o d to that l ovin g
couple of Brenner-Fitzgerald. Tom
enjoyed the time around the big bean
town with the mosta of the besta. Ed
Shuman , a ls o h ea de d for th e distant
parts and from his Y. M. C. A. headquarters h e sprea d out ov er all th e
hot times in the big city. What was
it , now—three dances and how many
night clubs in how m an y da ys ? K eith
Th om as welcom e d th e N ew Year in
the best way in Boston , too. He
seems to get around to doing the town
and stuff—in a big way.
The vacation brought the big news
of the en gagem ent of Evel y n Short
and Buell Merrill. This cou ple have
been quite constant now , for some
time , and we all wish them the best
future bon voyage . . Has Jeep Powers put his pin on Gus Wortman's sister? We think not—for Pastor
Bru sh's maid has ke p t him en ga ged in
multifarious activities (and besides
that lie is quite busy) . , The basketball games are proving how long a
date can be with a coed, It's swell
thou gh , that they can stay until the
end of the fun. Lin Workm an likes
to go to the games with Marg Chase ,
the queen of Lau ghter . , Ed Hooper
and Helen Lewis hold forth in their
best . . Jim Chase takes it all in with
Jerry Stefko , cute president of the
frosh female aggregation . , Larry
Dwyer and dark and handsome Marg
Arey paling to these and here and
there.
Charlie Graham has come back with
his pin again. The pin has been located in the right place on a Coburn
Miss for some time—but it seems to

Duke university
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
DURHAM , N. C.

Four terms of eleven weeks aro given each
year. Thoso mny be taken consecutively
(graduation In three nnd ono quarter
yonro ) or throo terms may bo taken ooch
your (graduation In four years). Tho entrnnee requirements nro intolllgonco , charactor nnd at least two years of colloffo
work , Including tho subjects specified for
Grade A modicnl 6-hoola, Catalogues and
application forms mny bo obtained from
the I>enn,
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y "Y" NOTICE
' Oh- Sunday, January 16, at 8
o'clock ' there ' will be a joint meeting
of /the "Y" cabinets at the Methodist
parsonage. The purpose of this meeting ' is a-, consideration, o.fv tbe reports
of those who attended the national
assembly held during the Christmas
recess in Ohio.
MOUNTAIN FARM
(Continued from page 1)
ure, the Outing Club invites skiers
and snow shoersyto take a little trek
out to Mountain Farm before the
Carnival and get the lay of the land.
To get to this location you start at
the post office ,and continue a mile and
an eighth along Main street, and the
Farm is plainly marked on the left
hand side of the road.
As has been previously announced
there is a ski tow there and complete
facilities for tobogganing, skiing and
snow shoeing. For the Carnival weekend the farm will provide hot dogs
and a complete line of. winter seducing refreshments, in fact all the fixings except a floor show.
"Y" PLAY
(Continued from page 11
Line" brings to its audience in the
space of half an hour the flippant, uncaring attitude of the average pleasure-loving student ; the drama of an
over-seas war; and the sore heart of a
boy eager for acceptance into the
Western world, yet forbidden by the
color of his skin.
With an all-Frosh cast showing
definite ability, the Y's once " more
blaze the trail for future, more finished experimentation. The principle
role, that of the Chinese student
Chun, will- be played by Hugh Kirkwood. A difficult role at" best, it is
receiving excellent treatment, and interpretation. Barbara . Skehan takes
the part of Barbara McKean , co-ed
in the university and daughter of a
Chinese missionary. Miss Skehan's
splendid voice is heard on the radio
on the Colby program every week , but
this is the first time it has been used
in theatrical work.
Charlie Emery fills the appearance
of a typical, self-confident college
man, interested in his R. 0. T. C.
drilling, his girl, and very little else.
Barbara Partridge forms a decided
contrast to Miss Skehan in the part of
Wanda, slangy, smart, succinct. Another Barbara, Miss Baer, plays the
role of the Dean's secretary, the helpful Miss King, vanishing and appearing at the proper intervals. The
Dean himself, whose judgment is
sought by everyone in the university,
is John Hawes in real life. Qualified
by both an excellent speaking voice
and an assured stage presence, he is
a definite asset to the play.
"The Color Line" will be a purely
contributory performance , the acting
contributed by the cast, and any loose
shekels contributed by the audience.
NEW MUSIC ROOM
(Continued from page 1)
The music room is located on the
ground floor of the Alumnae Building
and is to be used primarily for the
glee club. A new grand piano has
been acquired , and the glee club will
hold its I'egular rehearsals here. There
will be specified hours when the room
will be open to college students when
they will be allowed to go and become
familiar with the great works of
music, both by listening to the recordings or reading the books. Neither
the records nor the books , however,
will be allowed out of the building.
This is only the beginning of a more
extensive music program, b ut it is
something that Colby has been in dire
heed of for a long time. Let us hope
tha tthis project will keep in mind the
fact that Colby must have, and will
have a cultural side of its curriculum.
S. MILES BOUTON
(Continued from page 1)
that class warfare to America." The
|Naz i government of Germany, by
looking around for Utopia and hustling around to speed it up, is doing its
best to destroy democracy.
Mr, Bouton told thoso who attende d the lecture at tho First Baptist
Church that he believed, that' tho
•United States coul d har d ly keep out

NOELfS TAP ROOM
| '
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23 Silver Street
'

111, ,

of general war which seems inevitable. "Of course," he stated, "if it
should be a shoi't war, we . might be
able to, but the war that conies will
be so long that we can't stay out. "

stay in Germany impossible. .:.
; Mr. Bouton feels that our 48..states
are the greatest bulwark against fascism. He spoke in his Col'by address
of the effort 'to pack the ' Supreme
Court and the effort to change the
Constitution as further efFortiF to dig
the grave •of . democracy. "The firs t
thing a dictator does," he ' stated, "is
to muzzle the press, and no dictatorship can survive an unmuzzled press
even for three months." Pie agreed
that ' doubtless the' "Constitution does
heed amending but that this should
be done- according to the hiethod
presci-ibed and not by "packing the
courts or . .taking... -away the . . . court's
¦¦;.
rights."
-yr -' . . .¦
'. When queried as""to the general at-

For the last thirteen of his twenty
years spent in Germany, Mr. Bouton ,
one of the most picturesque figures in
American j ournalism, was Special
Correspondent for "The Baltimore
Sun." He, a member of a Huguenot
family, was sent to Berlin, by the Associated Press in 1911. He was with
the German armies on all fronts during the first two years of the World
.War, and was transferred to Stockholm in August,- 1916. From there he
sent the first news of the Kerensky
revolution to reach America. - After
the1 World War; he was again sent to
Germany, from which he was recently
expelled by Hitler. His first warning
fnom the Nazi Government, that he
would have to alter his method of reporting or leave Germany, came in
March, 1934. The Foreign Office in
Berlin admitted his reports to be true,
but told him that the Government did
not feel it was necessary for him to
report many of the things which he PRESCRIPTIONS OUR BUSINESS
did. "The American Mercury " then
Telephone 58
published his article, "Germany Sinks
Into Slavery," and made his further .118 Main Street
Waterville, Me.
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turer met with loud applause from the
audience.
Concluding ' the lecture hour , Mr.
Bouton answered numerous questions
asked by the audience. These proved
equally as interesting as the original
lecture. . When asked what the forces
are that are helping to preserve democracy in this country, Mr. Bouton replied , "You have the majority of them
in Maine according to your population. If we had ' 48 states of Maine
in the Union, the Union would be-perfectly safe!"
The lecturer was introduced by Dr.
William J. Wilkinson, head of the History department of Colby College . According to popular comment, it seemed generally agreed that this seventh
lecture was one of the year 's best.
Colby-heartily accepted. S. Miles Bouton as did Worcester Polytechnic Institute, University of Denver, and
Norfolk Forum, where he has recently
lectured.
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titude . of the German toward Hitler,
Mr. Bouton said he was convinced
that many of them are becoming
greatly opposed to the dictator. He
felt that a majority vote for Hitler
could not be attained if the German
people were given a- free press. In
regard to the people's attitude toward
per Frueher, he gave a short illustration of the many jest s that appear to
be on the increase. The short story
that he told was about , two government p'mcials wlio were riding along
a country road and ran over a dog in
front of a peasant's, house. One of
the men went into the peasant' s abode
to tell "him that they had killed his
dog and to make necessary recompense. As he entered he gave the salute : "Heil Hitter, the dog is dead."
The peasant in "Ms misunderstanding,
was so overjoye d that .he heaped the
official 's arms with many good things
to eat and sped him on his way . .
This humorous illustration by the lec-
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